Punukupu Homestead

Waimea, South Kohala, Hawaii
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Beginning at the West angle of
this lot, the Hawaiin Gov't Survey A Station "West Base",
S 25° 19' 35" E. true - distant 285.0 feet the boundary

1 - W 70° 21' E. true - 352.8 ft along boundary to North angle
2 - S 30° 53' E.  - 1131.1 - Lot # 3 - East
3 - S 74° 44' W.  - 400. - Lot # 2 - South
4 - N 30° 53' W.  - 1100 - West boundary of the 1000
are re. return to the Initial Point

Containing an area of 9.86 acres.
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